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What We Are Thinking
Dear Readers

Welcome to the May 2018 edition of The Good Life. This
month, we have a story from Barry Ritholtz, How to Avoid
a Retirement Disaster. He says it all comes down to 5 easy
words: ‘be aware, realistic and diversify.’ And he’s totally
right!

Barry highlights 4 mistakes that can lead to an investment
disaster. While the story talks about GE, the lessons are
universal and every bit as applicable for us in Australia.

Good News … we’re ALWAYS confident about the future

We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what
we call the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier,
cheaper and better future. These advances will make many
existing companies obsolete. Expect to see a substantial fall
in the cost of living and more people accessing services that
once were only the preserve of the rich.

This month our That Bit Extra (Abundance Insider) section
includes sovereign cryptocurrency; Apple's latest self-driving
shuttle deal; facial recognition for conservation and news
broadcasts; Google's appointment-making AI; automated
warehouses; China’s huge semiconductor investment, and;
Elon Musk on the future of car ownership.

Numbers

How close do you think we are to feeding everyone in the
world?

Peter Diamandis says these 4 agri-tech trends are driving us
to global food abundance:

1. Vertical farms
2. CRISPR engineered foods
3. The alt-protein revolution
4. Farmer 3.0

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 1.8 2.0 2.1 3.8 0.6
Two-year 0.9 1.7 2.1 4.1 0.1
Five-year 0.9 1.8 2.8 5.8 -0.3

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 5.0 12.1 6.0 6.0 -0.1
Value 8.2 17.8 9.1 6.0 -0.1
Small 13.0 13.2 9.9 4.0 -0.1

Global Shares
Large 13.8 15.8 9.9 8.3 3.8
Value 14.6 17.7 9.5 7.5 3.6
Small 13.5 17.2 11.9 11.0 4.1

Emerging
Markets

19.2 21.3 8.4 4.8 7.0

Real  Estate 1.6 3.8 7.6 3.3 -2.2

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combinationof simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not indicative
of future performance.
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Barry Ritholtz is a Bloomberg View columnist. He founded Ritholtz Wealth Management and was chief executive and
director of equity research at FusionIQ, a quantitative research firm. He blogs at the Big Picture and is the author of
Bailout Nation: How Greed and Easy Money Corrupted Wall Street and Shook the World Economy.”

Be aware and be realistic. But most of all, diversify.
This is the goal.
The US$140 billion drop in the value of General Electric Co.’s stock price during the past year gets the full human
interest treatment in the Wall Street Journal. I don’t want to minimise the deep individual suffering of those who had their
retirement savings tied up in GE’s stock, but it is as good a time as any to examine a host of human failings. My hope is
to help others avoid a similar fate.

The Journal sums up the scope of the problem this way: “The stock value lost by GE in the past 12 months is twice the
amount that vanished when Enron Corp. collapsed in 2001 — and more than the combined market capitalization erased
by the bankruptcies of Lehman Brothers and General Motors during the financial crisis. Longer term, GE’s market
capitalization has fallen more than $460 billion since its 2000 peak.”

This sort of thing has happened many times, as that paragraph indicates, and it will surely happen again. There are
several forces that keep driving these errors. Recognising and understanding them is crucial:

 Survivorship bias: There is a natural tendency to evaluate the world around us based on what we see and
remember. That can lead to a somewhat distorted view of how stocks behave over the long run.

One of my favourite examples of this is the case of the forgotten and then found stock certificate. It resurfaces
every few years. A classic example is the man who in 2000 discovered he owned EMC shares purchased for
about US$16,000 year earlier that now were worth about $5 million; a more modern example is a forgotten and
rediscovered purchase of Bitcoins.

The purported lesson is that if you just buy a good stock or asset, and forget about it for a few decades, you can
become rich. I suspect that is what the GE employees (and all too many others) were thinking when they
overweighted their retirement accounts with company stock.

But here is the problem with this concept: These stories are only newsworthy when they show great wealth
creation. To those who discovered dusty old shares of Enron or Lehman Brothers in 2015, no one would write
the article, Local man finds worthless paper in attic.

This is a classic example of survivorship bias and it can skew investor expectations for future returns of
individual investments.

 Failing to appreciate diversification: For a variety of reasons, people do not understand the value of having a
broadly diversified portfolio. Perhaps they think it shows a lack of corporate loyalty to their employer; maybe it
reflects a bit of a lottery-ticket mentality that perhaps your employer is the next Apple or Amazon or Alphabet
(Google). Wishful thinking might suggest diversification is giving up a potential fortune.

But every worker who gets company stock also gets a salary from that same employer. That is a very intense
concentration of financial risk. For those workers, diversifying their company stock into broad indexes is the
prudent approach. They won’t become Jeff Bezos, the world’s wealthiest person, but they will have happy, well-
funded retirements. This is a rational and prudent trade-off, especially since almost none of us are going to
become the next Jeff Bezos anyway.



 Risk and reward are closely related: The flip side of all high expected returns is increased risk of lower
returns. To me, this is the single most important rule of investing. To get better than average returns, you must
be willing to accept higher – sometimes much higher – levels of risk. This means that sometimes, you will
receive lower returns and even losses. This is how investing works.

The inverse is that if you want safety you must accept the inevitability of lower returns. Failing to understand
these simple principles is the biggest error almost all individual investors make.

 Failing to create a financial plan: All of this comes back to the basic question of why invest in the stock
market in the first place. If your goal is to become rich, then (hopefully) you understand the odds, and
sometimes the roll of the dice goes against you. But the more rational goal for most employees of big
companies is to have more measured objectives: saving to buy a home; paying for the kids’ college, and most
important of all; securing a comfortable retirement.

 If those GE employees had created a long-term financial plan, I believe it would have been obvious to most if
not all that they were taking on more risk than was necessary to achieve those goals.

The fall in GE’s shares has caused many people a lot of pain. It could easily have been avoided.

We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in
or ways we can improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at
www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the EXPONENTIAL
WORLD to Make Our Lives Better…Faster, Easier, Cheaper,
Bigger Futures

The future is almost here –
From Peter Diamandis and the team at

Marshall Islands replaces the US Dollar with its own cryptocurrency
What it is: Last month, the Marshall Islands ditched the US dollar as its official legal tender in favour of sovereign

cryptocurrency. The country will issue an ICO later this year with a projected 24 million coin cap.



Why it's important: Because the Marshall Islands is a member of

the United Nations, global banks must now support this new

cryptocurrency when available. Is this a catalyst for broader

acceptance and adoption of cryptocurrencies elsewhere? Share

on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

New soft robotic skin automatically heals itself, even if you shoot it full of holes
What it is: Researchers at Carnegie Mellon have developed a

form of self-healing circuitry that could enable more flexible,

durable electronics. By enclosing liquid metal inside rubberlike

balls, the team created a circuit that successfully morphed to

maintain connectivity even as pieces were cut away or damaged.

Why it's important: While this material doesn't regenerate, the

notion of self-healing circuits paves the way for more durable

electronics, ranging from robotics to wearables. At a broader level,

where else might we apply materials that adapt to external stimuli

or damage? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Facial recognition app tracks endangered primates
What it is: Researchers at Michigan State University have found

a new use for facial recognition in the quest to save endangered

primates. Using a convolutional neural network paired to a mobile

app, researchers are able to identify and non-invasively track

primates such as lemurs, golden monkeys and gorillas. The

algorithm has so far proven to be at least 93% successful at

identifying and tracking unique animals.

Why it's important: Beyond using technology in a unique way to

address an important conservation problem, this research also illustrates what's possible when we put powerful tools in

the hands of everyday mobile phone users. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Jason Goodwin

Apple signs deal with Volkswagen for driverless cars
What it is: Apple has partnered with Volkswagen to transform T6

Transporter vans into self-driving employee shuttles. The chassis,

frame and wheels will remain unchanged, but the new shuttles

will get electric batteries, computers and other sensors. Although

the car will be able to navigate autonomously, the New York

Times reports that Apple will have 2 humans at the helm of each

car: one behind the wheel to take over if needed, and one in the



passenger's seat to evaluate performance metrics.

Why it's important: Apple's autonomous car strategy has changed drastically since the program's inception in 2014.

This article summarises the major partnership attempts and scopes changes, evidence that designing a unique,

commercially viable autonomous car in-house is difficult, even for Apple. Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

The Royal Wedding will use facial-recognition AI for our entertainment
What it is: Sky News, a UK media outlet, revealed that it will use

Amazon facial recognition technology during its broadcast of the

May 19 wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. The

Rekognition software will identify wedding guests and display

background information, effectively digitising and demonetising the

costs of human broadcasters to research and engage with guests

upon arrival.

Why it's important: This highly visible, global event will be a

compelling test of consumer sentiment around facial recognition and machine learning technology. How will society

react to surveillance software if it's rolled out in other contexts or public events? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

New Google AI assistant calls a human receptionist
What it is: At Google I/O, CEO Sundar Pichai shared a demo of

Google Assistant's new natural language technology called

Duplex, playing a recording of a phone call the AI assistant

placed to a hair salon. The interaction was surprisingly lifelike as

the human receptionist worked with the AI to book an

appointment. "We're still developing this technology and we want

to work hard to get this right," explained Pichai. "We really want it

to work in cases, say, if you're a busy parent in the morning and

your kid is sick and you want to call for a doctor's appointment."

Why it's important: Human-technology teamwork – in this case, personal AI assistants – is accelerating faster than you

might think. Google envisions Duplex being used to call businesses to verify hours and auto-update Google Maps

listings. How will technology like this affect marketing, lead generation and customer service? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Morgan McDermott / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Welcome to the automated warehouse of the future
What it is: The Verge recently profiled the latest highly

automated warehouse of Ocado, a British online-only

supermarket that also sells its technology to other global grocers.

In this Andover warehouse, over 1000 washing-machine-sized

robots lift, move and sort groceries around the clock. Ocado

executives say that when this warehouse is fully operational, it



will be able to process 65,000 orders – some 3.5 million items – a week.

Why it's important: Ocado's algorithmically designed warehouses maximize available space while digitising some of

the more arduous, complex and dull aspects of warehouse work. And by licensing and selling its automation technology

to other companies, Ocado essentially monetises the research and development needed to consistently disrupt itself.

Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

Elon Musk talks car sharing for the future
What it is: In Tesla's most recent earnings call, CEO Elon Musk outlined his vision of the future of car ownership. "The

way things are obviously rolling towards is a shared electrical autonomy model," he said. Under this model, individual

autonomous car owners would be able to rent out their vehicles to others and recall it at will. "You can say it’s available

generally to anyone who wants to use it when you’re not using it, you can recall it at will, you can restrict usage to only

friends and family, or only users who are 5-star," he continued.

Why it's important: This future hinges on vehicles operating with full autonomy, which means automakers must

optimise the confidence and trust human driver-owners have in the algorithms driving the car's decisions. On the call,

Musk also reset expectations in this regard: "The thing that’s tricky with autonomous vehicles is that autonomy doesn’t

reduce the accident rate or fatality rate to zero -- it improves it substantially." Share on Facebook

Spotted by Morgan McDermott / Written by Marissa Brassfield

China plans US$47 billion fund to boost its semiconductor industry
What it is: China has announced a new 300 billion yuan

(US$47.4 billion) fund to incentivise innovation in the country's

semiconductor industry. Currently, China consumes some 45% of

the world's semiconductors, but only 10% are made in China by

Chinese companies.

Why it's important: This investment is meant to help China

become more self-sufficient in the face of export controls and

other regulation. How will this fund affect the semiconductor

industry and the global market for US chipmakers such as Qualcomm and Micron? Share on Facebook

Spotted by Marissa Brassfield / Written by Marissa Brassfield

These 4 tech trends are driving us to food abundance
By Peter H. Diamandis, MD May 18, 2018

From a first-principles perspective, the task of feeding 8,000,000,000 people boils down to converting energy from the
sun into chemical energy in our bodies.

Traditionally, solar energy is converted by photosynthesis into carbohydrates in plants (ie biomass) which are either
eaten by the vegans amongst us or fed to animals, for those with a carnivorous preference.

Today, the process of feeding humanity is extremely inefficient.

If we could radically reinvent what we eat, and how we create that food, what might you imagine that “future of food”
would look like?


